Transaction Logic is a logic for representing declarative and procedural knowledge in logic programming, databases, and AI. It has been successful in areas as diverse as workflows and Web services, security policies, AI planning, reasoning about actions, and more. Although a number of implementations of Transaction Logic exist, none is logically complete due to the inherent difficulty and time/space complexity of such implementations. In this paper we attack this problem by first introducing a logically complete tabling evaluation strategy for Transaction Logic and then describing a series of optimizations, which make this algorithm practical. In support of our arguments, we present a performance evaluation study of six different implementations of this algorithm, each successively adopting our optimizations. The study suggest that the tabling algorithm can scale well both in time and space. We also discuss ideas that could improve the performance further.
Introduction
Transaction logic (T R) ( [5, 7, 9] ) is a general logic of state change, which extends classical first-order logic with new connectives that make it suitable for representing both procedural and declarative knowledge. T R has been shown to be a powerful tool for reasoning about actions ( [4, 10] ), knowledge representation ( [6] ), event processing ( [1] ), workflow management and Semantic Web services ( [15, 16, 27, 28] ), AI planning ( [3, 18] ), security policy frameworks [2] , and general knowledge base programming ( [11] ). In logic programming, T R provides a clean, logical alternative to the assert and retract operators of Prolog. In databases, T R is a declarative language for programming transactions, for updating database 4 The success of the tabling solution in Prolog makes it a natural candidate for solving the analogous problems in Transaction Logic. The major difference in T R is that the latter deals with the phenomenon of changing states, which is not an issue in XSB and similar systems, where state changes are viewed as a non-logical feature that is best left outside of the scope of the tabling mechanism. In contrast, state updates have both model-theoretic and procedural semantics in Transaction Logic, and their correct treatment is essential.
In this paper, we extend tabling to Transaction Logic, but this is not the main result. The issue is that in T R tabling requires memoing of the underlying database state and not just memoing of the previously called subgoals. Clearly, this is a major problem both in terms of space and time. Of course, a powerful formalism such as Transaction Logic does not come without a price, but our contribution is in showing that there is ample room for optimization. After describing the extended tabling algorithm, we discuss the major trade-offs in its implementation and propose several time/space optimizations. We implemented a dozen of algorithms, which combine our optimizations in various ways. Here we discuss six of those that illustrate the most salient points. We discuss the rationale behind each of them, and then present our experimental results. These results show that a proper integration of our techniques results in a system with the best overall performance and scalability characteristics.
We are not aware of any work that directly deals with problems similar to ours. However, we are building on a host of results, which became ingredients in our optimization techniques or could be used for further optimization. These include the already mentioned works on tabling, the various indexing data structures, such as B + trees and other balanced trees (like AVL, Red-Black, and 23-trees), tries, sets, and others [14, 17, 21, 25, 26, 29] . This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the basics of Transaction Logic. Section 3 defines our tabling evaluation strategy for T R. In Section 4, we discuss the main issues with practical realization of the tabling algorithm and describe our solutions to these problems. Section 5 describes our performance evaluation study. Section 6 summarizes this paper and outlines future work.
Transaction Logic
In this section we will briefly introduce the syntax and the proof theory of Transaction Logic as necessary for understanding the results of this paper. Although knowing the model-theoretic semantics of the logic is not strictly necessary for the purpose of this paper, we will still introduce it informally to give the reader a feel of what this logic is about. For further details on Transaction Logic and its extension, the reader is referred to [3, 8, 9] .
The syntax of T R is very similar to the standard logic. The atomic formulas have the form: p(t1, ..., tn), where p is a predicate symbol, and the ti are terms (variables, constants, function terms). The only difference is that this logic introduces two additional logical connectives:
• ⊗ -the sequential conjunction
• ♦ -the modal operator of hypothetical execution and extends the other standard connectives, such as conjunction, disjunction, the quantifiers, etc. Informally, the formula φ ⊗ ψ is an action composed of an execution of φ followed by an execution of ψ. The formula ♦φ is an action of hypothetically testing whether φ can be executed at the current state, but no actual state change takes place. When φ and ψ are regular first-order formulas, φ ⊗ ψ reduces to the usual first-order conjunction, φ ∧ ψ, and ♦φ to φ.
In this paper we are dealing with a small, but very powerful subset of Transaction Logic, which consists of serial-Horn rules and queries. This subset is interesting because it subsumes traditional logic programming and it suffices for many applications of T R in other areas (Semantic Web, trust, etc.). We will also drop the hypothetical operator ♦, as it does not introduce new issues, and assume that all predicate symbols are partitioned into fluents (i.e., regular, static first-order predicates) and actions.
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A serial-Horn rule is a statement of the form
where h is an atomic formula and b1, ..., bn are literals. A literal is either an atomic formula or a negated fluent of the form not f (where f is a fluent). Here not is some form of default negation, such as Clark's negation as failure [13] , the well-founded [33] , or stable-model [20] negation. The exact semantics of not does not matter here, because the semantics of the underlying database states is one of the parameters to Transaction Logic; the logic works with all of the above semantics and our results do not depend on a particular choice. It is easy to see that since, as noted above, ⊗ reduces to ∧ for fluents, serial-Horn rules subsume normal logic programs with negation. The following simple example illustrates the above concepts. All our examples will be using the usual logic programming convention whereby lowercase symbols represent constants, function, and predicate symbols, and the uppercase symbols represent variables universally quantified outside of the rules. Also as usual, the universal quantifiers are omitted.
Assuming that move, delete, and insert represent actions and on, clear, tooHeavy, weight are fluents, this example illustrates several features of the serial-Horn subset of Transaction Logic. The first rule is a definition of a complex action of moving a block from one place to another. The second rule defines the fluent tooHeavy, which is used in the definition of move (under the scope of default negation). The second rule consists exclusively of fluents and thus is a regular logic programming rule.
The last statement above is an invocation of a transaction, which corresponds to a query in logic programming. It requests to move block blk1 from its current position to the top of blk15 and then find some other block and move it on top of blk1. What happens if, after placing blk1 on top of blk15 the second move fails? This can happen, for example, if all the available clear blocks are too heavy for our robot. Traditional logic programming does not assign a logical semantics to its update operators and in such a case the aforesaid action will remain partially executed: the effects of the first move will remain in the underlying database even though the second move failed. This may, for example, mean that the overall state of the system will become incoherent with the designer's intent. For instance, if the robot is supposed to build a pyramid of some sort, the programmer would have to go into trouble of explicitly undoing partially executed actions and trying another route. The lack of the logical semantics for update operators makes logic programs that use them in an essential way the hardest to write, debug, and understand.
In contrast, Transaction Logic gives such operators logical semantics of a transaction. In particular, action invocations are atomic. In the above case, if any part of a transaction fails, the effect is as if nothing was done at all. This, if all the remaining blocks are too heavy, the above transaction is not executed-fails-all actions are "backtracked over" and the underlying database state is not changed.
Informally, the truth of a transaction is evaluated over sequences of states-execution paths-which makes it possible to think of truth assignments in T R's models as executions. If a transaction, ψ, defined by a set of serial-Horn rules, P, evaluates to true over a sequence of states D0, . . . Dn, we say that it can execute at state D0 by passing through the states D1, ..., Dn−1, ending in the final state Dn. Formally, this is captured by the notion of executional entailment, which is written as follows:
The following examples play dual role here. First, they give the reader a glimpse into the power of Transaction Logic. Second, they provide a good test-bed for performance evaluation, and we will utilize these examples in our performance study. All these examples are fairly involved, even if they may look simple. A proof theory for serial-Horn transaction logic. The proof theory for serial-Horn T R, described in [3, 9] , resembles the wellknown SLD resolution proof strategy for Horn clauses, but it has additional inference rules and axioms. The theory aims to prove statements of the form P, D0 ---ψ, which are called sequents. Here P is a set of serial-Horn rules and φ is a serial-Horn goal, i.e., a formula that has the form of a body of a serial-Horn rule, such as (1) .
An inference succeeds if and only if it finds an execution for the transaction ψ-a sequence of database states D1, . . . , Dn-such that P, D0, D1, . . . , Dn |= ψ.
Axioms: P, D ---( )
Inference Rules: In Rules 1-3 below, σ is a substitution, a and b are atomic formulas, and φ and rest are serial goals.
Applying transaction definitions:
Suppose a ← φ is a rule in P whose variables have been renamed apart so that the rule shares no variables with b ⊗ rest. If a and b unify with a most general unifier σ, then
Querying the database:
If b is a fluent literal, bσ and rest σ share no variables, and bσ is true in the database state D then
Performing elementary updates:
If bσ and rest σ share no variables, and b σ is an elementary action that changes state D1 to state D2 then
Given an inference system, an executional deduction (or proof ) of a sequent, seqn, is a series of sequents, seq1, seq2, . . . , seqn−1, seqn, where each seqi is either an axiom-sequent or is derived from earlier sequents by one of the above inference rules. If D0, D1, ..., Dn−1, Dn are the database states of these sequents, respectively, then Dn, Dn−1, . . . , D1, D0 is called the execution path of the deduction.
THEOREM 1 (Soundness and Completeness [3] ). If φ is a serialHorn goal, the executional entailment P, D0, D1, . . . , Dn |= (∃) φ holds if and only if there is an executional deduction of (∃) φ whose execution path is D0, D1, . . . , Dn.
It is important to keep in mind that this completeness result does not prescribe any particular way of applying the inference rules. If these rules are applied in the forward direction, then all execution paths will be enumerated and completeness will be realized. However, such proofs are undirected, exhaustive, and impractical. In contrast, if we apply the rules backwards, then we obtain a strategy that generalizes the usual SLD resolution with left-to-right literal selection-exactly the strategy used in Prolog. This strategy provides an efficient, goal-directed search strategy for proofs, but it is, unfortunately, incomplete. In many cases, recursive (especially left-recursive) rules cause SLD resolution with left-to-right literal selection to get stuck in an infinite depth-first search of the proof tree.
Coming back to our earlier examples, recall that all of them have recursive definitions of various transactions. Just as in Prolog, it is not hard to see that the SLD strategy for the above proof theory will get stuck in infinite derivation paths. This is especially clear in case of Examples 1 and 3. Just as in ordinary logic programming, to make the above proof theory complete for an SLD-style strategy, it is necessary for the first rule (the one that most resembles SLD resolution) to be applied in a breadth-first manner, but this is hard to implement efficiently. As mentioned in the introduction, the most widely accepted solution to this problem in logic programming is tabling [31, 34] , which essentially achieves an effect similar to breadth-first search. The next section introduces a tabling strategy for the T R proof theory shown above.
Tabling for Transaction Logic
Tabling for T R is analogous to tabling for Datalog, but with one major difference: not only the goals that are yet to be proved need to be memoized, but also the database states in which the calls to those goals were made. Likewise, not only the answers to these goals must be memoized, but also the states that get created by execution of those goals. We first describe the main principles of the algorithm and then incorporate it into the proof theory of Section 2 by modifying the first inference rule.
The main idea in tabled logic programming is to re-use answers that were computed for previous calls to the same goal. First, predicates of the program are partitioned into the tabled ones and those that are not tabled. In principle, all predicates could be tabled and query execution would still be correct. However, in some cases, knowing that some predicates do not have to be tabled (while still preserving completeness) can lead to significant savings (Sections 4, 5). One tabled goal is said to dominate another in tabled resolution if the two goals are variants of each other (variant tabling), i.e., are identical up to variable renaming, or if the first goal subsumes the second (subsumptive tabling). When a subgoal to a tabled predicate starting in a particular state is encountered, a check is made to see whether this is the first occurrence of this subgoal in that state (i.e., no dominating goal call was made before in the same state).
• If the call is new, the pair (goal, state) is saved in a global data structure called the • If the call is not new, i.e., a pair (goal, state) exists in the table space for a dominating goal, the answers to the call are returned directly from the answer table for (goal, state) and no clause resolution is used.
The evaluation goes on by returning new answers to subgoals until all answers for all goals generated during this process are computed.
Modified Inference Rule 1:
As in the previous section, σ denotes substitutions, a and b atomic formulas, and φ, rest are serial-Horn goals.
1a. Applying transaction definitions for tabled predicates:
Suppose b ⊗ rest is a goal for a program P where b is a call to a tabled predicate encountered for the first time at state D (i.e., no dominating pair (c, D) is in the table space). Let a ← φ be a rule in P whose variables have been renamed apart from b ⊗ rest (i.e., the rule shares no variables with the goal) and suppose that a and b unify with the mgu σ. Then: 
1c. Applying transaction definitions for non-tabled predicates:
This rule is identical to Rule 1 in the proof theory of Section 2: Let a ← φ be a rule in P and a's predicate symbol is not tabled. Assume that this rule's variables have been renamed apart from b ⊗ rest and that a and b unify with mgu σ. Then
The rest of the tabling proof theory for Transaction Logic (Rules 2 and 3) is identical to the original theory of Section 2.
The rules 1a-1c modify the original proof theory for T R by capturing the effects of tabling. Rule 1a creates new entries in the table space and their associated answer tables. When a call to a subgoal is complete, the corresponding answer (both the substitution and the resulting database state) are added to an appropriate answer table. Rule 1b deals with calls for which dominating table entries already exist. In those cases, no clause resolution is used and answers are returned directly from the appropriate answer tables. Rule 1c is identical to Rule 1 of the original proof theory for Transaction Logic, but here it is applied only to non-tabled predicates. It simply does clause resolution SLD-style. Notice that Rule 1b might change the current database state after returning an answer for b, since the returned answer might have been obtained as a result of execution of state-changing actions.
We modify the definition of deduction in Section 2 to accommodate tabling: A tabled deduction for P, D ---(∃) φ, is a series of sequents, where each sequent is an axiom or is derived from earlier sequents by an inference rule of the above tabling inference system. This theorem is different from the completeness of the proof theory in Section 2 (Theorem 1) in that it does not guarantee that all execution paths will be found: it only guarantees that all final states will be found. This is a very essential difference because the number of all execution paths can be infinite (even in Note that the above theorem does not guarantee that all executions found by the original proof theory of [3] will also be found by the tabling proof theory, and this is a good thing! In this way, the new proof theory will find all the executions that matter, and will be able to terminate.
Problems and Solutions
In this section we discuss the major hurdles on the way to implementing the algorithm of Section 3 and propose a number of solutions. Then we describe six different implementations that progressively adopt these solutions. A performance evaluation of these implementations is described in Section 5.
Main Difficulties with Tabling Transaction Logic
The first obvious problem in implementing Transaction Logic is the transactional semantics of its actions, which requires atomicity. As it turned out, this is the easiest problem to address, and all existing implementations support atomicity.
The hard implementational issues have to do with tabling. These issues stem from the same major difficulty, which is easy to spot after a quick review of the tabling algorithm: unlike normal logic programming, tabling in T R implies saving the underlying database states as part of the answer tables. This raises the following problems:
1. Space. Saving database states in answer tables potentially leads to huge duplication of information. This is particularly troublesome for large database states (e.g., tens of thousands or even millions of facts).
Time. Tabling database states implies the following timeconsuming operations:
(a) Copying of states. Since states are modified in the course of transaction execution, tabled states must be copied, since once tabled the contents of that state must stay immutable.
(b) Comparison of states. When a transactional subgoal is invoked at a state, we must check whether that particular goal/state pair is already tabled. This involves comparison of states as sets. In the worst case, comparing two states might take O(n · log(n)) time, where n is the size of the states. Worse, newly created states might have to be compared with other tabled states to determine if the newly created set of facts is a genuinely new state or has been seen before.
(c) Querying of states. The states created during the execution of transactions must be efficiently queryable. We will soon see, however, that there is a tension between the efficiency of querying and the various solutions to the aforementioned problems with time and space.
Each of the above problems has a number of solutions, but the different solutions involve various trade-offs, so it is not obvious how the different solutions fare when combined. The next section discusses ideas that lead to substantial savings in various situations.
The Space of Possible Solutions
We will now map the space of possible approaches to the problems listed in the previous section and discuss the various tradeoffs in adopting the different space-and time-saving solutions. In Section 4.3, we discuss the most interesting combinations of these solutions, and their performance is evaluated in Section 5.
Space issues. Our first observation is that although the initial state of a transaction might be huge, a typical transaction changes only a few dozens of facts. Transactions that originate in AI or graph algorithms, as in our Examples 1, 2, and 3, might modify hundreds or even thousands of facts, but this is still far cry from millions or even billions of facts that an initial state might contain. This suggests an obvious idea: differential logs. That is, instead of tabling an entire state, we can represent a state as a pair of the form (initial state, changelog). This representation not only saves space, but also reduces the amount of time required for copying states. A differential log is normally represented as a pair of logs (InsertLog, DeleteLog). The former contains the records of inserted facts and the latter of deleted ones. Differential logs introduce a trade-off between the decreasing cost of storing and copying states and the increasing time for querying database states. Depending on the data structures used for changelogs, this overhead could be a constant factor of 2 or more. The next possibility is to employ the various forms of compression, such as:
• Sharing. Logs can be stored using data structures, like tries, which enable high degree of sharing, so the total space requirement would be less than the sum of the sizes of all the logs.
• Factoring. Database facts can be stored on a heap and shared among states. The states themselves can refer to these facts using pointers or a numbering scheme. Thus, duplication of facts that are common to many different states is much less costly (only one word per duplicate fact).
• Table skipping . It might be possible to reduce the number of states that need to be tabled by carefully analyzing the rules and determining that only the states associated with certain subgoals have to be tabled. Other states can be modified directly without the need for storing or copying them. The theoretical basis for skipping is Theorem 3. All that is needed is to ensure that enough predicates are tabled to affect termination. The theorem states that it suffices to table just the recursive predicates, but in some cases even that much might be unnecessary.
• Double-differential logs. When table-skipping is used, the changes made by the transaction with respect to the previous tabled state can be kept in a log and not merged to that state until the next tabled state is reached. In this case, the current state is represented as a pair (tabled state, changelog relative to tabled state). In turn, the tabled state is represented as a pair (initial state, main changelog), so the entire state is represented using the initial state and two relative change logs. The first of these logs is called the main change log and the second is the residual change log. We call this state representation strategy double-differential logging.
Time issues. Two of the main time-related issues are copying and comparing of states. The third issue, which stems from the suggestion to use differential logs, has to do with the increased cost of querying the underlying database states.
• State comparison. Thus, in searching the trie the first few comparisons will be made based on the hash values and then states will be discriminated based on the actual facts they contain.
• Separate state repository. Tabled states and goal calls are typically kept in tries, because this data structure enables fast (linear time) checks to find out whether a pair (call, state) had been seen before. The question is then whether these pairs are stored in one trie (say, as a term pair(call, state)) or the calls are stored in one trie and states in another (the latter is called a state repository). Storing states and calls in the same trie typically requires more space (because calls and states tend to share less structure in such tries) and time (since call-state comparisons tend to fail later than in the case of separate state repositories).
• Querying of states. The data structures used for differential logs make a big difference for the querying time of the states, since in order to find out whether a particular fact is in a state one has to query both the initial state and the log. For doubledifferential logs, the overhead is even higher, since two logs must be queried in addition to the initial state. Since the initial state is static, it can be designed in the most advantageous way as far as querying is concerned. For the logs, we have to balance the insertion time against the query time. Unordered lists are best as far as the update time goes, but they are some of the worst for querying. Also, for state comparison we need sorted list, which makes unsorted lists less attractive. Tries are good for querying and updating, but they are poor at maintaining the sorted order among the facts. For state comparison, tries must be converted to lists at the cost of n·log(n)·|S|, where |S| is the number of facts in the trie.
Nevertheless, in our experiments, we stored some logs as tries, since they are the most optimized data structure in our underlying platform, XSB. To compensate for the tries' inefficiency in keeping the logs sorted, we sometimes maintained sorted lists as auxiliary data structures. A much better choice would have been B + trees, as they can be made shallow (thus improving the search) and they naturally keep data sorted.
• Copying of states. First, note that the table skipping and factoring methods that were introduced as space-saving techniques are also important time-saving techniques, because the fewer states are tabled-the fewer state-comparisons and copying are needed. Double-differential logs can also reduce the number of times states have to be copied. This happens because in doubledifferential logging, new tabled states are created by merging the previous tabled state with the residual log. This is done just before entering the next tabled state. In contrast, in singledifferential logging, states that might get tabled at the next opportunity are initially created by copying the state that was tabled just now. The copy is then modified directly and it gets saved in the state repository when the next tabled call is made. If no new tabled call is reached, the copy has been made in vain. Double-differential logging delays copying of states and thus is less prone to wasteful copying.
Beyond that, the fastest data structure to copy would be a list. In fact, if logs are represented as unsorted lists then no copying would be needed whatsoever. Logs can simply be passed as arguments to the predicates that represent actions. For instance, the log at state k could be (InsertLog k , DeleteLog k ) and the next state (say, after inserting p) it would be ([p|InsertLog k ], DeleteLog k ), which shares the lists InsertLog k and DeleteLog k with the previous state. Unfortunately, as discussed earlier, lists are not efficient for querying, and we need them sorted. In our performance evaluation, we compared list-based implementations with others to validate the trade-off between copying and querying of states.
With an eye on querying, balanced trees are reasonably efficient to copy, since their space overhead is a constant factor (compared to lists). In our comparisons, however, red-black trees and AVL trees did worse than tries because tries are highly optimized in XSB. However, an optimized implementation of B + trees would be far superior than tries. The space overhead factor for B + trees is only 1 + 1/(k − 1), where k is the degree of the tree, and they can be copied very efficiently, if implemented in a low-level language like C. Thus, a trade-off exists between the costs of querying and copying, which we evaluate in our performance study.
Implementations
Overall, we implemented more than a dozen of different algorithms, which realize various combination of the above ideas. In this section, we discuss six of the most interesting such implementations.
Common features. All implementations discussed here share the following common features, which were introduced earlier in this section:
• Data compression via factoring.
• Differential logs.
• State comparison: via incremental hash functions-to quickly rule out most false matches state repositories that use tries to store replicas of the main differential logs-to ensure at most linear-time match of newly created states against all previously seen states These basic optimizations speed up our tests by up to three orders of magnitude and use about two orders of magnitude less memory, but their effects are even greater on larger problems. Beyond that, the different implementations employ other optimizations as follows 6 . Implementation 1. This implementation uses the above common features in which differential logs are single, since table-skipping is not used. The logs are maintained as ordered lists stored in the state repository. New states are constructed via insertion-sort operations.
As noted earlier, lists are a poor choice for querying states, but they are near-optimal for copying. Recall that a differential log has the form (InsertLog, DeleteLog). Moving to the next state is accomplished by inserting a record in the insertion or deletion logs. In the worst case, this is linear in the log size, but the average is under 3/4 of the log size. Since successive states often share their list tails, this can also result in space savings.
Implementation 2.
This implementation is similar to #1, but logs are stored both as ordered lists and tries. The ordered lists reside in the state repository, as before, and tries are used to speed up querying. When moving from state to state, the tries are modified directly, without copying, so the only significant overhead here is the need to maintain a query trie. To improve performance, creation of the query trie can be delayed until the first query or update.
Implementations 3a and 3b. These implementations use table skipping to reduce the number of tabled states. Implementations 4a and 4b. Like 3a and 3b, these implementations use table skipping, where 4a uses single differential logs and 4b uses double logs. The difference is that 4a represents its single log as a trie and 4b does the same for its main differential log. The residual differential log in 4b is still maintained as a sorted list. (In our tests, the residual differential logs were generally short, which did not justify the overhead of using tries for them.) Similar to the implementation 2, the creation of the main differential log (e.g., for the implementations 4b) is delayed until such data structure is needed.
Performance evaluation
The above implementations were tested on a workstation with Pentium dual-core 2.4GHz CPU and 3GB memory running on Ubuntu Linux and XSB Prolog version 3.2.
In describing the results of our tests, we use tables that show time (in seconds) and space (in Kb) costs for the different implementations using the problems from Section 2 of gradually increasing size. To increase accuracy, we make the tests run for considerable amounts of time and avoid the possibility where different algorithms might pick up solutions that incur different costs. To this end, our tests compute all possible solutions for every problem in our suite and the numbers of solutions for each case are listed in the tables.
One of the important goals of this performance study is to demonstrate the benefits of table-skipping and double-differential 6 http://flora.sourceforge.net/tr-interpreter-suite.tar.gz logging. To show this, we include tables that display the numbers of tabled (saved) states, the numbers of times states were copied, and the numbers of times new states were compared with the contents of the state repositories (table-skipping implementations should do fewer of these operations). These tables also help us explain the reported times and assess the various trade-offs.
The overall conclusion from the study is that table-skipping and double-differential logging incur relatively small overheads for small problems, but bring substantial savings for larger problems and make them scale better. Likewise, maintaining data structures, like tries, that speed up querying of states brings significant speedups. The main overhead of those of our implementations that rely on tries (implementations 2, 4a, and 4b) is that copying tries is slow (7 times slower than copying lists in XSB). Since XSB's tries do not preserve the order on their contents, we had to also keep states as sorted lists-both time and space overhead. The use of B + trees in lieu of tries would have solved both of these problems, if an efficiently integrated version existed for XSB.
The suite of the different implementations of T R and of the test cases used in this comparison is provided at http://flora. sourceforge.net/tr-interpreter-suite.tar.gz. It might seem surprising that Implementation 1, which incorporates only the basic optimizations, is one of the two best performers. Implementation 3, which adds table skipping, does only infinitesimally better. The explanation for this behavior is provided by Table 2: The nature of the consuming paths problem is such that all states must be tabled, so there is no advantage to table-skipping. Indeed, Table 2 shows that the number of tabled states and state comparisons is exactly the same for all implementations and depends only on the problem size. Using efficient data structures for logs, such as tries, does not help either. Only a relatively small number of queries is issued, and the benefits of faster querying using tries are negated by the overhead of copying tries compared to lists (earlier we mentioned that copying a trie takes 7 times longer). Tries also take more space than lists and, since the number of tabled states is the same for all implementations, the ones that maintain the logs using tries require significantly more space. Nevertheless, it is easy to demonstrate that even for the consuming paths problem the use of table-skipping, tries, and doubledifferential logging is greatly beneficial. To see this, we can use the consuming paths method to find ten paths simultaneously in ten disjoint graphs. Our solution to this problem was obtained from the original consuming paths problem by simply repeating the "consuming" part of the rules in (2) ten times on different edge predicates. Table 3 . Time and space for building 10 consuming paths in 10 graphs
Consuming paths
Similarly to the ordinary consuming paths example, the explanation is provided by Table 4 : the number of tabled states and state comparisons performed by the table-skipping implementations 3 -4b is ten times less than the corresponding numbers for implementations 1 and 2. We also see that table-skipping is better memorywise, since implementations 3a and 3b consume half of the memory used by Implementation 1. Implementations 4a and 4b are much more memory hungry compared to implementations 3a and 3b because of the use of query tries, which consume much more memory than lists. 
Hamiltonian cycles
Our next experiment computes all Hamiltonian cycles in graphs of sizes 50, 150, and 200 nodes. The results are shown in Table 5 . This table provides several interesting observations:
• In constructing Hamiltonian cycles, many more queries are issued than in the case of consuming paths, so efficient data structures for querying are important. Thus, Implementation 2 is much faster than Implementation 1.
• Table 6 shows that using table-skipping reduces the number of tabled states and state comparisons by about 1/3. This is not high enough to offset the benefits of fast querying, so Implementation 1 is still slightly better that Implementations 3a and 3b.
• The querying overhead of double-differential logging is quite noticeable in this case, so the times for implementations 3b and 4b are higher than for implementations 2 and 3a. Nevertheless, Implementation 4b beats 3b (both use double differential logs) because it uses query tries rather than lists.
• The number of state comparisons performed by versions 3a and 4a is higher than in case of 3b and 4b. This validates our earlier observation that, since double-differential logging defers state copying and comparison (unlike single-differential logs), this might lead to fewer of such comparisons and copies being done overall. This problem is partially responsible for the higher runtime of Implementation 4a, which makes a larger number of expensive trie copies and comparisons. The other reason is that the query tries need to be transformed into sorted lists at state comparison. 
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we adapted the commonly used tabling technique [31, 34] from ordinary logic programs to Transaction Logic, a purely declarative extension of classical logic for defining statechanging transactions. We have shown that the proof theory of Transaction Logic modified with tabling is sound and, for all practical purposes, complete. We discussed a host of difficulties in implementing tabling for Transaction Logic and proposed a number of important optimizations for dealing both with time and space explosion. We implemented an interpreter that can combine several different optimizations as plugins, which enabled us to compare the different optimizations. In particular, we have shown the results of a performance study for six different implementations, which validate our intuitions about the value of the different optimizations.
For future work, we plan to further validate our results by incorporating an efficient implementation of B + trees. We are also planning to extend our work to Concurrent Transaction Logic [8, 30] , a logic that extends T R with concurrent, interleaved actions, which presents additional challenges.
